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Peace is at first a return, a return to the harmonious co-existence of different human 
group after a situation of conflict. If we want to symbolize Peace, we cannot resume it as 
the resolution of Palestinians/Israelis question.  
We have to include all humanity.  
Jerusalem is potentially the only capital of peace.  
The project imagined is the construction of a building symbolizing peace in Jerusalem.  
 
The guiding-light of this project is to design a space , a common human unity, where: 
A lonely Man can feel Silence, Serenity, Light, Intimacy. 
A lonely Man can feel the other men having this common intimate experience.  
A lonely Man can find peace with himself and peace with entire humanity, inscribing his 
presence between matter and light, roots and desires, history and future, in an essential 
and universal Space.  
As in the Pyramids or in the Pantheon, we are no more in the world or in the time 
because we are present in their centre.  
The design of this building is based on the meeting of tetrahedron, sphere and cube. 
The meeting between the tetrahedron and sphere symbolize the essence of peace.  
The cube will be the threshold of the space organizing the transition from the outer world 
to the inner space.  
 
This project will be constructed with bricks, 6;5 billions of bricks (1 brick=1man) and 
have few rules to feet with a realistic project: 

- each man can buy his brick. For each country, the price will be accorded to its buying 
power.  

- each man can only have one brick, but he can buy bricks for others 
- each man can come to  lay down his own brick 
- each man can help for the construction of the space. 
- only man can buy bricks, no society nor organization.  
 

 


